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A variety of CCD astrometric data was used to predict the lo-
cation of the path for the occultation of the star we have denoted
“Tr176” by Triton, which occurred on 1997 July 18, and was visible
from locations in northern Australia and southern North America.
A network of fixed and portable telescopes equipped with high-
speed photometric equipment was set up to observe the event, with
the following observational goals: (i) mapping the central flash (to
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establish the global shape of Triton’s atmosphere at about 20-km
altitude by modeling the detailed shape of the central flash), (ii) ob-
taining one or more light curves of high signal-to-noise ratio from
a large telescope (to accurately determine the thermal structure of
Triton’s atmosphere), and (iii) obtaining light curves distributed
across Triton’s disk (to probe the thermal structure of Triton’s at-
mosphere above different areas and to establish the shape of the
atmosphere at about 100-km altitude by modeling the half-light sur-
face). Although the large, fixed telescopes proved to be outside of the
occultation shadow and observations with some of the portable tele-
scopes were foiled by clouds, light curves were successfully recorded
from Brownsville, Texas, and Chillagoe, Queensland. These were
combined with data from another group to determine the radius
and shape of the half-light surface in Triton’s atmosphere and the
equivalent-isothermal temperatures at the sub-occultation latitudes
on Triton. A circular solution for the half-light surface (projected
into Triton’s shadow) yielded a radius of 1439± 10 km. However, the
data are indicative of a global shape more complex than a sphere.
Such a figure is most likely caused by strong winds. Light-curve
models corresponding to the best fitting circular and elliptical at-
mospheres were fit to the data. The mean pressure at 1400-km radius
(48-km altitude) derived from all of the data was 2.23± 0.28 µbar
for the circular model and 2.45± 0.32 µbar for the elliptical model.
These values suggest a global pressure increase at this level since a
previous Triton occultation in 1995 August. The mean equivalent-
isothermal temperature at 1400 km was 43.6± 3.7 K for the circular
model and 42.0± 3.6 K for the elliptical model. Within their (some-
times large) uncertainties, the equivalent-isothermal temperatures
agree for all Triton latitudes probed. c© 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: Triton; occultations; atmospheres; structure.
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INTRODUCTION

Several Voyager observations imply the presence of str
winds in Triton’s lower atmosphere (Smithet al.1989, Hansen
et al.1990). Surface winds to the northeast were inferred fr
the dust streaks, and cloud motions showed an easterly
at an altitude of 1–3 km (Hansenet al. 1990). However, at the
∼8-km altitude of the two detected plumes, the winds were bl
ing westward at an estimated velocity of 5–15 m s−1 (Ingersoll
1990). Energy sources for winds include (i) the flow associa
with maintaining vapor-pressure equilibrium of the major
mospheric constituent, N2, with surface frosts (Ingersoll 1990
and (ii) the uneven solar heating of Triton’s variegated surfa
where the frost is at a temperature of 38 K and the dark are
a temperature of∼57 K (Elliot et al.2000).

From Earth-based observations, the presence of global w
can be inferred from the shape of a constant pressure level w
the atmosphere, since Triton’s rotation period and the direc
of its pole are known (Seidelmann 1992). Probing Triton’s
mosphere with a stellar occultation, one can determine its a
spheric figure with two complementary methods. The first i
establish a set of constant-pressure points by observing th

cultation from a group of sites that span the full extent of Triton
atmosphere. One can then model these points with a circle
ET AL.
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other atmospheric shape. The second method is to observ
occultation from one or more sites that passes near the cen
Triton’s shadow and model the structure of the “central fla
(Elliot et al.1977) to learn the shape of the atmosphere, as
done for Titan from multi-station observations of its occul
tion of 28 Sgr (Hubbardet al. 1993). The first method probe
the shape of the atmosphere at altitudes of about 100 km, w
the second method probes the shape at about 20-km altitud
Earth-based occultation observations of Triton’s atmospher

Both methods have been applied to Triton occultation data
the star Tr148 (which occurred on August 14, 1995, McDon
and Elliot 1995). A circular solution with the immersion a
emersion half-light times yielded a half-light radius (in Triton
shadow) of 1427.5± 3.5 km (Olkin et al. 1997). An ellipti-
cal solution with the same data yielded a half-light semima
axis of 1475.4± 5.7 km, but the ellipticity had a large erro
0.029± 0.016 (Olkinet al.1997). On the other hand, the centr
flash modeling yielded more precise results: 1432± 2 km for the
half-light semimajor axis and 0.018± 0.003 for the ellipticity
(Elliot et al.1997), which implies wind speeds near the spee
sound. Hence we wanted to record several light curves within
central region of Triton’s occultation shadow in order to furth
investigate the structure of the central flash.

In addition to mapping the central flash, another motivat
for further observation of stellar occultations by Triton is to lo
for changes in Triton’s atmosphere with time. Various mod
have predicted that Triton’s atmosphere should be expandin
collapsing, depending on the thermal properties of the sur
(Hansen and Paige 1992, Spencer and Moore 1992).

The next occultation suitable for our goals was that of Tr1
(McDonald and Elliot 1995)—anR= 12.2 magnitude sta
bright enough to yield good signal-to-noise with our 0.35
portable telescopes equipped with high-speed CCD photo
ters (Buieet al.1993, Dunham 1995). This occultation was p
dicted to occur on 1997 July 18. Our early astrometry indica
that the event would be visible in eastern Australia, giving g
deployment opportunities for these telescopes to map the
tral flash. This region also has some large, fixed telescopes
potentially could yield light curves of high quality for learnin
more about Triton’s atmospheric structure.

Here we describe our pursuit and observation of Triton’s
cultation of Tr176. The plan for telescope deployment develo
as our work on predicting the visibility zone for the occultati
progressed. A notable aid to the prediction efforts was an app
of Triton to Tr176 5 months prior to the occultation, which w
observed over a period of a week from Cerro Tololo and Pe

Following our observations of the Tr176 occultation, Ell
et al. (1998) reported Hubble Space Telescope observation
a subsequent occultation by Triton of the star Tr180, which
curred on 1997 November 4 (McDonald and Elliot 1995). Th
found that the surface pressure of Triton’s atmosphere ha
creased since the time of Voyager, indicating a warming of

’s
or

N2 surface frost. Also, a preliminary analysis of the Tr176 data
set has indicated an increase of pressure in Triton’s atmosphere
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TRITON’S MIDDL

since the Tr148 occultation (Sicardyet al. 1998). Here we de
scribe a more extensive analysis of the Tr176 data set, in w
we present our light curves for the occultation and—using b
our data and that from the other group (Sicardyet al. 1998)—
perform a joint analysis that examines the size, shape, tem
ture, and pressure of Triton’s atmosphere.

OCCULTATION PREDICTIONS

The occultation star (Tr176) was identified by McDonald a
Elliot (1995) as part of a systematic search for occultation c
didates for Triton carried out at MIT’s George R. Wallace
Astrophysical Observatory, located in Westford, Massachus
The astrometry used to identify the candidate placed the ce
of the occultation path 1800 km south of the geocenter,
with an error of±5000 km. Additional astrometric observatio
obtained with the Flagstaff Astrometric Scanning Transit Te
scope (FASTT, Stoneet al. 1996) indicated a similar locatio
for the shadow path, but with a smaller error. Accordingly, pla
were made for observations and refining the predicted pat
the event.

Astrometric Observations

An appulse of Triton to Tr176, which occurred on 19
February 19—5 months prior to the occultation—provide
good opportunity for refining the predicted path of the occu
tion. For 7 nights surrounding the appulse, for approximately
each night, CCD frames were recorded with the STIS CCD
the Curtis-Schmidt telescope at Cerro Tololo, which has an
trance aperture of 0.6 m and a primary-mirror diameter of 0.
(Table I). The CCD was 2048 pixels square, with a focal-pl
scale of 2.028 arcsec/pixel that produced a field about 1.15◦ on
a side. A separate amplifier was used to read out each qua
of the CCD, which could be accomplished in 40 s. About h
of the frames were recorded with a Kron-Cousins R filter a
the other half with a custom filter that had a central wavelen
of 720 nm and a passband of 50 nm. The telescope track
a sidereal rate, producing CCD frames that we shall refer t

“stare frames” to distinguish them from “strip scans,” for which
the te

otz

PSFs for several stars. Then it found the centers of other ob-
Triton lies
lescope is fixed and the rows of the CCD are clocked at

TABLE I
Data Acquired for the Occultation Prediction

Telescope Field of view Focal-plane scale Epoch Number of
Observatory aperture (m) Instrument (arcmin2) (arcsec/pix) (1997) frames Observers

CTIO 0.6–0.9a STIS 2048 5120b 2.028 2/15–2/21 280 Elliot, Agner
Lowell 0.5c SNAPSHOT 3200 0.844 5/29–7/17 600 Person, White, M
Perth 0.6 SNAPSHOT 145 0.73 2/13–2/20 45 Dunham
USNO 1.5 Tek2K 130 0.33 7/13–7/17 200 Bosh, Sickafoose

a The Curtis-Schmidt telescope at CTIO has an entrance aperture of 0.6 m and a primary diameter of 0.9 m.

jects on the frame by fitting each with the frame PSF.
b Due to the large size of this data set, the frames were trimmed
c Astrograph.
E ATMOSPHERE 349
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the sidereal rate (Dunhamet al. 1991). The integration time
used were 10 s for the R filter and 40 s for the custom fil
Altogether, 280 frames suitable for astrometric analysis w
recorded.

At Perth a CCD camera based on SNAPSHOT (Dunh
et al.1985, Dunham 1995) was mounted on the 0.6-m telesc
and astrometric data were recorded for 8 nights (Table I).
CCD was a 2K square Loral device, with a focal-plane scal
0.73 arcsec/pixel that yielded a field 0.42◦ on a side. The R and
custom filter described above were also used, and the integr
times for the exposures were 60 and 120 s, respectively.

Other astrometric data sets were recorded with the 0.46-m
trograph at Lowell Observatory and the 1.5-m Strand astrom
ric reflector at the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) in Flagst
Details of these data sets are in Table I. Astrometric data reco
with the Lowell astrograph differed from the other data set
that the strip-scan mode was used (Dunhamet al.1991). Also,
astrometric observations with the Fine Guidance System (F
aboard the Hubble Space Telescope were carried out on
2, 1997, and these established that Tr176 was a single st
a limit of no companion with1m≤ 2.5 separated more tha
50 mas from the brighter component. This allowed us to
terpret the ground-based astrometric data in terms of a s
star.

An important feature of all of the astrometric data used for
prediction is that each frame or strip scan contained the im
of both Tr176 and Triton. Hence all astrometric reductions co
be aimed at finding solutions that give accurate relative posit
of these two objects; the accuracy of their individual positio
in the J2000 system was not critical.

Reduction at MIT

The astrometric data were reduced at MIT by first corre
ing the raw CCD frames for bias and flat-field. Then the pi
centers of the astrometric reference stars, along with thos
Triton and Tr176, were measured with the DAOPHOT pack
(Stetson 1987) in IRAF (Tody 1986). This routine establish
the point-spread function (PSF) for the frame by averaging
to the central 800 arcmin2 before processing.
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TABLE II
Astrometric Analyses

Epoch Reference Ephemeris Closest
Analysisa Filter (1997) networkb Centroidc Reg.d correctione approach (mas)

U1 R 7/13–7/16 USNO [75] DAOPHOT Lin Mean 80± 4
U2 R 7/13–7/17 USNO [75] DAOPHOT Lin Mean 59± 3
U3 R 7/13–7/17 USNO [75] DAOPHOT Lin Linear 68± 6
U4 R 7/13–7/17 USNO [75] DAOPHOT Quad Mean 56± 3
U5 R 7/13–7/17 USNO [75] DAOPHOT Quad Linear 75± 6

C1 720 2/15–2/21 USNO [48] Lorentzian Lin Mean 62± 16
C2 720 2/15–2/21 USNO [48] Lorentzian Lin Mean,1t 61± 25
C3 720 2/15–2/21 USNO [48] Lorentzian Lin Linear 72± 19
C4 720 2/15–2/21 USNO [48] Lorentzian Lin Linear,1t 62± 18
C5 R 2/15–2/21 USNO [48] Lorentzian Lin Mean 43± 18
C6 R 2/15–2/21 USNO [48] Lorentzian Lin Mean,1t 74± 23
C7 R 2/15–2/21 USNO [48] Lorentzian Lin Linear 57± 21
C8 R 2/15–2/21 USNO [48] Lorentzian Lin Linear,1t 100± 20
C9 720 2/15–2/21 USNO [48] DAOPHOT Lin Mean 97± 16
C10 720 2/15–2/21 USNO [48] DAOPHOT Lin Linear 96± 16
C11 R 2/15–2/21 USNO [48] DAOPHOT Lin Mean 110± 33
C12 R 2/15–2/21 USNO [48] DAOPHOT Lin Linear 114± 32

Predicted closest approach (unweighted average of U2, C3, and C7) 62.7± 4.7
Actual closest approach (from fit to the occultation data) 74.9± 0.4

a “U” denotes an analysis based on data from USNO, while “C” denotes an analysis based on data from CTIO. An unweighted average of analyses U
C7 was used for the final prediction (see text).

b “USNO” denotes a network of stars measured with FASTT.
c See text.
d The registration code “lin” denotes a 6-term linear transformation between pixel coordinates and celestial coordinates, while “quad” denotes a 12-term quadratic

transformation.
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Here “mean” denotes a solution for only a mean offset between the m
linear trend (with time) of the mean offset. For either case, “1t” allows for an o

only∼15 arcsec from Neptune and, being nearly 5 magnitu
fainter, the determination of its center is affected by the wing
Neptune’s image. Since establishing an accurate differenc
tween the center of the images of Tr176 and Triton was critica
the astrometry, we tried an alternate method. First we fit the
eralized Lorentzian model in Eq. (1) (see Eq. (1) of Boshet al.
1992) to the image of Tr176 to establish the shape of the po
spread function. Then we used the two parameters that des
the shape of the PSF from this fit in a simultaneous fit of
images of Triton and Neptune for their centers and relative
tensity. Saturated pixels in Neptune’s image were omitted f
the fit. In the subsequent steps of the reduction, these ce
for Tr176 and Triton were used in place of the centers der
from DAOPHOT, although we retained the centers determi
with DAOPHOT for the reference network stars. If time we
available, a more rigorous application of this method would h
been to (i) account for the different angular diameters of Nept
and Triton (which the DAOPHOT algorithm did not do eithe
and (ii) use the same PSF for the reference stars as we d
Triton and Tr176 (this would have made the absolute astrom
more accurate, in addition to the minimal requirement for
occultation prediction of accurate relative astrometry).
The pixel positions for the astrometric reference stars w
then used to establish a transformation between the pixel coo
asured positions for the star and Triton, while “linear” denotes a solution thows a
set in time for Triton relative to its ephemeris.
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nates and the J2000 astrometric system, in which we could s
either linearly for 6 transformation coefficients or quadratica
for 12 transformation coefficients. Four different standard-
networks were available, but which was used depended o
field of view and homogeneity of the data set being analyz
Here we refer to a data set as all of the data recorded with
same telescope, instrument, filter, and mode (strip scan or
frame).

Table II presents a variety of reductions, each one diffe
from the others with respect to either the data set used o
analysis procedures. Column 1 gives an identification of the a
ysis, with the first letter denoting the observatory where the
were recorded (Table I). Table II does not contain results of
analyses of the astrometric data from Perth or Lowell beca
these data sets yielded results inferior to those from the US
and CTIO data sets and were not used in our final occulta
prediction. In the case of the Lowell astrograph, the problem w
the data was traced to an unexpectedly long time for the teles
to quit moving after being set in position to record a strip s
(unfortunately this cause was not identified until long after
occultation had occurred). The second column gives the fi
used to record the data used in the analysis, and the fourth
ere
rdi-
the source of the astrometric network. The reference stars were
measured with FASTT at USNO (Stoneet al.1996). The number
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in square brackets is the number of stars in the network that
used in a particular analysis, and this number was chosen a
maximum set of stars that appear on all frames of a data se

The fifth column gives the method for finding the centro
for a particular analysis, where “DAOPHOT” means that it ge
erated all centroids. “Lorentzian” means that the general
Lorentzian fit (as mentioned above) was used for Tr176
Triton (with DAOPHOT being used for finding the centroids
the reference stars). The method for registering the pixel c
dinates of the reference stars to the J2000 system is give
the sixth column, where “lin” denotes the linear registration a
“quad” the quadratic registration.

In the penultimate column of Table II we present the meth
used to extrapolate the correction to Triton’s ephemeris, as
termined by the astrometric reductions, to the time of the oc
tation in order to establish a prediction. In discussing this
trapolation it is conceptually easier to assume that all the e
is in Triton’s ephemeris. Although this case is highly unlikely
makes an insignificant difference to the occultation predict
since we are concerned only with the relative position of Tr1
and Triton. One approach is to assume that there is a mean
in RA and Dec between Triton’s true position and its epheme
and we denote these solutions by “mean.” Another approa
to allow a linear drift of this offset with time, which basical
corresponds to a small rotation between the J2000 syste
defined by the network of reference stars (each of which h
positional errors) and the J2000 system as defined by Trit
ephemeris. In addition to solving for a mean or linear offset,
can also allow an offset in time between Triton’s position a
its ephemeris, which would appear if there were a longitud
error in its ephemeris. We denote the inclusion of this effec
“1t” in the seventh column of Table II.

Finally, in the last column of Table II, we give the correct
“closest approach,” which is defined as the minimum dista
between the center of Triton’s shadow to a hypothetical obse
at the center of the Earth. The error bars are formal errors
are based on the internal consistency of each analysis. For
parison, the angle subtended by Triton’s atmospheric half-l
radius is about 70 mas.

Examining the predicted closest approach distances
Table II we see that their scatter is more than their formal err
For the USNO data we felt the most reliable result was lik
to be from the U2 analysis because (i) it included the en
USNO data set, (ii) quadratic registration was not warranted,
(iii) there was no significant linear trend in the extrapolation
this data set.

The CTIO data were recorded at extremely high airmass,
we hada priori reasons for preferring the 720-nm data over t
from the R filter: (i) the Neptune background near Triton w
less, (ii) the refractive dispersion over the filter bandwidth w
less, and (iii) the longer exposures would have averaged ou
differential refraction between the objects on the frame wit

different isoplanatic patches. In the end, however, we decid
to accept the 720-nm filter and R-filter data on an equal ba
ATMOSPHERE 351
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because we wanted to avoid injecting more “judgment calls” i
the occultation prediction than were absolutely necessary.
selected analyses C3 (720-nm-filter data) and C7 (R-filter d
because (i) our model routine yielded more consistent result
the centroiding for Triton (in close proximity to Neptune) tha
we achieved with DAOPHOT, (ii) there was no significant tim
offset of Triton from its ephemeris, and (iii) a significant line
trend appeared in the extrapolation for this data set.

Then we established our best value for the predicted clo
approach distance as an unweighted average of these thre
sults (U2, C3, and C7), since it was clear that the formal er
are not good indicators of the real errors. The resulting c
est approach distance is 62.7± 4.7 mas, where the error wa
calculated from the scatter of the three values. Based on
astrometric solution, predictions for the sites of all known o
servers were posted on the MIT website (http://occult.mit.e
10 h prior to the event. In Table III we have given the predictio
for the geocenter and our four portable telescopes based on
astrometric result. The predicted shadow path is illustrate
Fig. 1, where the three dashed lines represent the predicted
of the northern limb, centerline, and southern limb.

Although the astrometric analysis just described was u
for our final prediction, during the 2 months prior to the eve

TABLE III
Final Prediction and Comparison with Observed Results

Closest approach Event midtimea Chord length
Station (km) (UTC) (km)

Brownsville
Predicted 826± 85 10:10:06± 4 2339± 120
Observed 10:10:25± 0.2 2640± 10
Circular fitc 569± 7 10:10:28± 0.7 2644± 8
Elliptical fitd 564± 5 10:10:26± 0.5 2642± 6

Chillagoe
Predicted −265± 85 10:17:33± 4 2815± 32
Observed 10:17:53± 0.4 2679± 14
Circular fitc −521± 7 10:17:54± 0.7 2683± 7
Elliptical fitd −524± 5 10:10:54± 0.5 2676± 5

Coen
Predicted 10± 85 10:17:34± 4 2862± 1
Circular fitc −246± 7 10:17:53± 0.8 2836± 3
Elliptical fitd −251± 8 10:17:53± 0.5 2830± 2

Geocentric
Predictedb −1323± 85 10:13:50± 4 1133± 155
Circular fitc −1580± 7 10:14:08± 0.7 e

Elliptical fitd −1585± 5 10:14:06± 0.5 e

Troncones
Predicted 211± 85 10:10:16± 4 2864± 25
Circular fitc −45± 7 10:10:36± 0.8 2877± 1
Elliptical fitd −50± 1 10:10:36± 0.3 2872± 1

a After 1997 07 18 0 h UT.
b Unweighted mean of solutions C3, C7, and U2 from Table II.
c Calculated from astrometric solution Fit No. 2 in Table VI.
ed
sis,

d Calculated from astrometric solution Fit No. 6 in Table VI.
e Triton’s shadow did not pass over the geocenter.
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FIG. 1. Predicted shadow path and worldwide observing sites. Dotted lines show the final predicted shadow path referenced in Table III. Solid l
the astrometric solution calculated from observed chords. Solid squares indicate sites acquired data used in this analysis, and open squares show stes where our
consortium’s observations were unsuccessful, either due to clouds or being outside Triton’s shadow as it crossed the Earth. The stations are labeledas follows: Br,

Brownsville; Bu, Bundaberg; Ch, Chillagoe; Co, Coen; Du, Ducabrook; Lo, Lochington; McD, McDonald; MK, Mount Kent; MS, Mount Stromlo; SS, Siding
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copious tests were run with a variety of methods for each s
of the prediction calculations. For example, in addition to
procedures described above, different choices of the refere
star network were used to compare results from using the m
accurate positions available (Hipparcos) versus those hav
larger number of stars (USNO A1.0). Both JPLs DE-403 a
DE-118 ephemerides were used. Also, solutions were foun
registering the pixel positions to celestial coordinates, with
without the tangent-plane projection (Smart 1977).

Reduction at Lowell

Our desire to get at least two ground stations in a location
would sample the central flash required an extremely accu
prediction, and we knew that systematic errors would be as
portant as random errors. Therefore, a prediction effort at L
ell Observatory was undertaken in parallel with the MIT effo
This effort used a completely separate software pipeline an
times a different algorithmic approach. At Lowell (as at MI
we experimented with different methods of centroiding, diff
ent reference-star networks, and different terms in the equa
used to register the astrometric frames to the reference-sta
work. Since the time available for this work prior to deployme
of our portable telescopes was limited, these reductions wer
carried out as extensively as we would have liked. Furtherm

as will be shown later, the results contain yet unidentified syste
atic errors, which we had hoped to identify prior to publication
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these results. However, with the objective of promoting furt
understanding of the astrometric methods that we used to pr
this occultation, we shall present our results in the time o
that they were generated, offering what insights that we can

Figure 2 shows a graphical summary of the results in te
of right ascension and declination. By applying this offset
the ephemeris of Triton, we can predict the shadow path o
event. (For comparison, note that the MIT results in Table II
presented in terms of the offset and its error perpendicula
the motion of Triton’s shadow.) The zero-point of Fig. 2 is
by the astrometric solution inferred from the occultation lig
curves (to be discussed later) and represents the truth so
in the prediction (solid line). Overlain on the plot is the s
of Triton (dashed lines) and the rough size of the central fl
region (dotted lines). Shown in this fashion, a correct predic
is one that includes zero within its uncertainty. However, to
useful, the uncertainty of the prediction must be less than
size of the central flash region.

The main astrometric data sets used for the predictions
ted in Fig. 2 are as follows: (i) stars, Perth; (ii) triangles, CT
(iii) squares, USNO. Very few predictions were computed w
the Perth data, as it was quickly apparent that the internal sc
in those data was just too large to be useful. Triangles (up thro
prediction 41) mark predictions based on the CTIO data. E

m-

of
lution of the CTIO-based predictions involved changes in soft-
ware, reference catalogs, and position extraction techniques. In
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FIG. 2. Lowell predictions relative to the path of the occultation. The upper panel shows the offset in right ascension plotted versus prediction numbch
is roughly proportional to time. The lower panel shows the offset in declination. Generally, the higher the prediction number, the better the prediction should be. The
offset is shown in kilometers (projected onto the Earth at the Earth–Triton distance) on the left and in milliarcseconds on the right. The size of Triton’s atmosphere
at the half-light level is indicated by the dashed lines, and the rough size of the central-flash region is shown by the dotted lines. The zero-point of this figure is set
by the geometry inferred from the occultation light curves (to be discussed later) and represents the truth sought in the prediction (solid line). Asterisks represent
predictions based on the Perth data. Triangles represent predictions based on the CTIO data. The evolution of the CTIO-based predictions was causey changes
in software, reference catalogs, and position extraction techniques. Squares represent predictions based solely on the data taken at USNO (Table I), which differ

from the “truth” by much more than their formal errors due to one or more unknown systematic errors. The final prediction from MIT is shown by the last point in
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each panel (solid circle). See text for a discussion of these predictions.

these Lowell reductions it was found that the declination dir
tion could be registered to the network of reference stars
purely linear fashion. However, the right ascension direction
quired the addition of quadratic plate constants to achieve a g
fit. All of the predictions shown by the open triangles throu
number 20 were computed with the aperture-based, cente
light measurements of all stars and Triton. The details of this
sitional extraction method are discussed in Buie and Bus (19
Predictions 21–32 were based on the DAOPHOT position
measured as part of the MIT effort. While it may not be obvio
from this plot, the PSF-based positions were marginally be
than the aperture sum positions.

Predictions 42–57, represented by the squares in Fig. 2,
based solely on the data taken at USNO (Table I). These pre
tions were computed with a mix of aperture summed-centr
and DAOPHOT centroids. For these data, the choice of pos
extraction method did not make any difference. Note that
final MIT prediction (shown in Fig. 1 and Table III) is plotte
as the last prediction in Fig. 2 as a solid circle.

There are two interesting subsets of predictions show
Fig. 2. Members of the first subset are 34–40. These are pr
tions based on each night of CTIO data, reduced individua
The filled triangle (prediction 41) that follows is the average

all but the first night of CTIO data. These predictions are draw
from only the 720-nm filter observations (i.e., R-band data we
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excluded). Note that the scatter between nights is consistent
the uncertainties and the grand average is in fact a “correct” s
tion. Prediction 41 was considered the best possible predicti
Lowell from the CTIO data after nearly 2 months of painstak
work. In hindsight, this prediction met all of our requiremen
for a valid and useful prediction. The deployment of the grou
stations would have been accurate based on only this predic

However, an occultation prediction based on a pre-o
ultation appulse had been done only once before (by Franz
Wasserman to predict an occultation by Uranus in 1977; seeIAU
Circulars3038 and 3040). This fact combined with the tight a
trometric requirements lead us to pursue observations in the
just prior to the event. The prediction subset 53–56 shows
single-night predictions and the final averages (filled square
this case, note that the scatter between nights is much large
the error bars from each night alone. Also note that the US
data led to predictions that were systematically offset from
truth by more than their formal errors.

It may be that the difference in the noise behavior betw
the CTIO and USNO data is due to small but systematic r
tions in the reference-star grid. Both reductions were suppo
by data collected by FASTT, and the random and systemati
rors are probably at the same level. CTIO and USNO diffe

n
re
in both field of view and pixel scale. CTIO covered a much
larger field but at a coarser pixel scale. The coarser pixel scale is
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probably the cause of the higher random errors. However
larger field would minimize any systematic rotation errors in
plate solutions.

Summary of Prediction Methodology

Looking back on the prediction effort there were a numbe
lessons learned and a few more questions raised. The bes
dictions come from a process that blends good data and soft
reductions with a substantial level of human judgment. Blin
taking data and reducing it by “turning the crank” does not
sure the best answer. Unfortunately, adding in human judgm
is a process that requires considerable time. In the case w
data are taken in the days just prior to the event, there is ha
enough time to add enough judgment. From this standpoint
technique of using a pre-occultation appulse to generate a
diction should be the technique of choice as long as the o
of the object is very well known. Despite making considera
progress in our prediction techniques, we still face the challe
of understanding the true errors in our predictions, since the
ter of the results (both in Table II and Fig. 2) is greater than
formal errors based on the internal consistency of each ana

Although a complete description of all the work carried o
to test the consistency of our astrometric reductions is well
yond the scope of this paper, we summarize here the factors
we found to be important for accurate occultation-predict
astrometry for Triton with CCD data: (1) both the occultati
star and Triton should be recorded on the same frame, w
can be done either near an appulse (for which one can inte
late to find the closest approach distance of Triton to the s
or immediately prior to the occultation (for which one mu
extrapolate to find the closest-approach distance); (2) an a

rate, self-consistent set of astrometric reference stars is essential;
(3) a

Although we initially considered observations from Mauna
th would
set of reference stars common to all frames used in a re-

TABLE IV
Occultation Observing Sitesa

Telescope Image scale Subframe Integration
Site aperture (m) Instrument (arcsec/pix) (row× col) time (s) Observers

Brownsville 0.35 PCCD 1.2 90× 90 0.5 Hubbard, Reitsema, Hill
Chillagoe 0.35 PCCD 1.2 81× 91 0.5 Elliot, Person
Coenb 0.35 PCCD 1.2 80× 90 0.5 Dunham, Young
McDonald 0.9 2-ch phot.c c c c Wasserman, Nye
Mt. Kentb 0.4 WCFOCId 3.0 60× 57e 0.125 Pasachoff, Babcock, McConnochie
Mt. Stromlo 1.9 2-ch phot.c c c c Millis, Birch
Siding Spring 2.3 CASPIR 0.5 f f Francis
Tronconesb 0.35 PCCD 1.2 80× 90 0.5 Buie

a Sites for the IOTA group are given in Sicardyet al. (1998).
b Coordinates (east longitude, latitude, altitude in meters) for the telescope south of Coen were (143◦ 21′ 48′′,−14◦ 24′ 00′′, 200); at Mt. Kent,

(151◦ 51′ 32′′,−27◦ 47′ 58′′, 678), and at Troncones, (−101◦ 43′ 13.2′′,+17◦ 46′ 43.7′′, 3).
c At McDonald and Mount Stromlo, aperture photometers were used.
d The Williams College Fast Coronal Imager.
e This is the size of the subframe in binned pixels, each of which is 2× 2 actual pixels on the detector.

Kea, early on it became clear that the occultation pa
f The Cryogenic Array Spectrometer/Imager (CASPIR) was usedh
of Triton and Tr176 trailed across the 256× 256 InSb detector in 180 s
ET AL.
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duction should be selected (e.g., the set of reference stars s
not change from frame to frame); (4) the reference stars sh
surround the candidate star and all positions of Triton, so
no extrapolation outside the reference network is ever neces
to establish Triton positions; (5) a limiting factor in determini
an accurate center for the Triton PSF is the model used fo
wings of the Neptune PSF; (6) the Triton and Neptune ima
should not be used to construct the average PSF for each fr
and (7) the longer the exposure time for astrometric frames
more that astrometric errors caused by differential refraction
tween objects in different isoplanatic patches are averaged

OBSERVATIONS

Our observational goals for this event were to (i) map
central flash with a set of portable telescopes (to establish th
lipticity of Triton’s atmosphere at about 20-km altitude by mo
eling the detailed shape of the central flash), (ii) obtain on
more light curves of high signal-to-noise ratio from a large te
scope (to accurately determine the thermal structure of Trit
atmosphere), and (iii) obtain light curves distributed across
ton’s disk (to probe the thermal structure of Triton’s atmosph
above different areas and establish the shape of the atmos
at about 100-km altitude by modeling the half-light surfac
Hence our observational plan employed two approaches: to
large telescopes that might be within the occultation path
to deploy four portable telescopes in an evenly spaced
spanning the central flash region near the center of the sha
The sites from which our consortium attempted observations
summarized in Table IV. Here we list for each site the telesc
aperture, instrument, instrumental parameters, and observ
wita J filter (1.3µm). The telescope was set to a slow slew so the image
, which yielded an effective time resolution of slightly less than 1 s.
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pass well south of Hawaii, so we concentrated on setting
observations on the 1.7-m telescope at Mount Stromlo and
2.3-m telescope at Siding Spring. Only close to the time of
event did it become a good possibility that the occultation p
would pass over McDonald, where we were able to use the 0
telescope on short notice. Conditions were poor at McDon
with variable cirrus reflecting the bright moonlight, and no use
data were recorded. Clear weather prevailed at Mount Stro
and Mt. Kent, but these sites proved to be south of the occulta
path (Fig. 1).

In addition to these observations from fixed telescopes,
portable telescopes equipped with high-speed, portable C
photometers (PCCD, Buieet al. 1993, Dunham 1995) wer
planned to be deployed in a grid spanning the predicted cen
flash region, with an approximate spacing of 0.01 arcsec, (co
sponding to 211 km at the Earth–Triton distance). This stra
was set up on the premise that our prediction would be in e
by no more than±0.02 arcsec (which corresponds to±422 km
at the Earth–Triton distance). With this grid in place and if
shadow would pass where predicted, the two central stat
would be about 106 km from the center of the shadow, and
outer two stations would be about 317 km from the center. If
prediction error were 0.02 arcsec, however, one of the boun
stations would be 106 km from the center, with each other sta
211 km further from the center than its more central neighb

About 2 weeks prior to the event, when we had to decide w
portable equipment to ship to Australia, the prediction indica
that Triton’s shadow would straddle northern Queensland
southern North America, with some overlap. Since these reg
are on opposite sides of the Earth, it would not be possibl
rapidly shift our portable stations between the two zones nea
time of the occultation. Hence we deployed two of our porta
stations in Australia and two in North America.

Due to weather prospects and logistical considerations

did not achieve the precise locations indicated by our planned
grid. The

Global Positioning System, (GPS)) for all stations where data

initial strategy called for the LPL equipment to be lo-

TABLE V
Observatory Coordinatesa and Half-Light Times

East longitude Latitude Altitude Time of half-lightc fpr gpr

Siteb (◦ ′ ′′) (◦ ′ ′′) (m) (UTC) (km) (km)

Brownsville, I −97 32 11.3 +25 58 40.9 −0.9 10:09:32.22± 0.34 −32392 −4599
Brownsville, E 10:11:18.54± 0.34 −29901 −3725
Bundaberg, I 152 22 35.4 −24 56 35.7 10 10:17:10.97± 0.40 −31075 −6094
Bundaberg, E 10:18:04.49± 0.40 −29822 −5641
Chillagoe, I 144 31 36.5 −17 08 57.4 368.6 10:16:59.29± 0.67 −32006 −5633
Chillagoe, E 10:18:47.05± 0.24 −29487 −4719
Ducabrook, I 147 26 40.0 −23 53 55.0 320 10:17:17.94± 0.49 −31202 −6076
Ducabrook, E 10:18:19.72± 0.49 −29757 −5553
Lochington, I 147 31 24.8 −23 56 42.5 270 10:17:17.73± 0.52 −31202 −6080
Lochington, E 10:18:19.79± 0.52 −29750 −5555

a Geodetic, WGS84.

were recorded that are used in our analyses.
b “I” denotes immersion and “E” denotes emersion. The coor
c After 1997 07 18 at 00 : 00 h.
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cated 317 km north of the predicted centerline in central Mex
However, extremely poor weather prospects there led to a
minute decision to shift the LPL observing site to Brownsvil
Texas, where clear skies were forecast, although there wa
prospect of observing a Triton central flash at that site. The M
station and one of the Lowell stations were deployed in north
Queensland, Australia—at Chillagoe and near Coen, resp
vely—while the other Lowell station was deployed at Troncon
Mexico. The stations were deployed, based on the predictio
days before the event, which indicated a shadow path that
about 70 km north of the final prediction (Fig. 1). The locatio
of our stations, relative to the ideal locations set by the dep
ment prediction, for our portable stations were (from north
south along the grid): Brownsville, 331 km north; Troncon
35 km north; Coen, 46 km north; and Chillagoe, 18 km sout

The four portable stations were in place for test observati
on the night before the event. No filters were used in orde
maximize throughput, and the sub-frame sizes used for the ob
vations (Table IV) were set to include a reference star of sim
brightness as Tr176 that lies less than an arc minute south
of it. Observing conditions were excellent in Brownsville, wi
photometric skies and sub-arcsecond (occasionally diffract
limited) seeing. The telescope was located at a site overloo
a resaca(oxbow lake) of the Rio Grande. These circumstan
apparently helped to produce superb image quality desp
sea-level site and high airmass. Flat fields were obtained on
dawn sky immediately following the occultation. At Chillago
skies were clear, but an intermittent light breeze caused
mentary vibrations of the telescope. Unfortunately, attemp
observations from Coen and Troncones were clouded out.

Additional occultation light curves from three sites
Australia were recorded by the International Occultation Tim
Association (IOTA, Sicardyet al.1998). In Table V we presen
the coordinates (in WGS84 coordinates, as determined with
dinates are the same for both events.
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FIG. 3. Three sample images are displayed. The first is a typical image from the Brownsville image cube. The second image shows the wind sha
to exclusion of about half of the Chillagoe data points and is one if the best images of those discarded. The third is a representative image from the usale portions

of the Chillagoe image cube. All three images have exposure times of 0.5 s, as given in Table IV, with north at the top and East on the left. The large body inthe
upper center of the frames is Neptune, with the blended Tr176/Triton just to its left. The image in the lower right is a reference star.
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LIGHT CURVES

For Brownsville, data cubes consisted of 1600 frames eac
a 90-pixel by 90-pixel CCD field (1 pixel= 1.2 arcsec) which in-
cluded Triton, Tr176, Neptune, and a reference star (Fig. 3).
frames were recorded every 0.5 s. Additional data cubes w
obtained 1.5 h prior to the event to permit separate photom
of Triton and Tr176. The cube containing the occultation w
started at 10:02:14 UTC as noted manually on the observing
and confirmed by the header on the data file. Throughout
night, the GPS system maintained lock and there was neve
indication of any malfunction in the timing chain used to trigg
the frame transfers.

The reduced light curve (Fig. 4) was obtained through the
of the reference star and the PSF method described below.
all image cubes were bias-subtracted and flat-fielded. Then
reference star, located about 32 pixels west and 36 pixels s
of Tr176, was fitted with a Gaussian profile. The flux from t
reference star was approximately three times the combined
from Tr176 and Triton. The half-power radius of the referen
star’s Gaussian was typically about 0.8 pixel. The reference s
PSF was fitted to the combined image of Tr176 and Trit
with the amplitude of the Gaussian and the coordinates o
center as free parameters. Note that here, as in the rest o
analysis, Triton and Tr176 are treated as a single source d
their proximity near and during the times of occultation. Da
recorded before the occultation, when Tr176 and Triton w
well separated, were used to estimate the separate signa
Tr176 and Triton and thus to calibrate the minimum flux fro
Tr176 at mid-occultation. However, the colors of Tr176, Trito

and the reference star are different, and differential extinction
the high airmass was important and not well calibrated owing
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our inability to measure separate signals after occultation
estimate the minimum flux from Tr176 at mid occultation to
0.08± 0.05. Also, it should be noted that there was an inte
of ∼10 s, commencing at 10:10:30, when the reference
strayed from the 90× 90 field due to guiding problems. Durin
this interval, the PSF from the last fit to the reference star
used.

A light curve was constructed from the Chillagoe data c
with the PSF method, but Neptune was used as the stan
One problem with the Chillagoe data arose from variable w
shake of the telescope. Individual images (Fig. 3) range

FIG. 4. Brownsville light curve: The normalized flux from Tr176 is plott
versus time after 1997 July 18, 0h UT. The solid line is a plot of a spherica
small-planet model (see text) fit to the entire light curve given in Table IX.
midtime was a free parameter (Table IX), which permitted the light curve to

at
to
relative to the astrometric solution. The high scatter around the pre- and post-
occultation signal levels is indicative of the signal-to-noise reported in Table IX.
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quality from small, compact, and easily distinguishable ima
of Neptune and the Triton-Tr176 blend to a smeared conglom
ation of the two. To find an approximate position for Neptun
center we used the technique of marginal analysis (Elliotet al.
1989). In this method all the rows of the image frame are ad
to form a summed row, and the same procedure is applie
the columns. Then the image center in the summed row and
summed column is established. From this approximate ce
of Neptune we used the known offset of Triton to establish
approximate center of the Triton–Tr176 blend as starting v
ues for the PSF fitting that would follow. Marginal analysis w
applied to each frame, but at this stage marginal analysis fa
or produced unusable results on the frames most affecte
wind-shake. These frames were dropped from further analy

Once more accurate estimates of central pixel positions w
obtained for each object on each frame and a least-squares
cedure was used to simultaneously fit generalized Lorent
PSFs to the image of Neptune and the blended images of T
and Tr176 (which were treated as a single image). The im
profile—described by Eq. (1) of Boshet al. (1992)—has two
parameters that describe the shape of the PSF: the diametd,
of the image (defined as the full-width at half-maximum) a
a power-law exponent,p (termed the “shape index”). Ifs0 is
the peak signal andr the radial distance from the center of th
image, then the signal as a function of radial distance from
center of the image,s(r ) is given by

s(r ) = s0

1+ (2r/d)p
. (1)

In our modeling of the images of Neptune and the Trito
Tr176 blend, we fit for a common value of the shape ind
and image diameter. The row and column centers for both
blended image and that of Neptune were allowed to be
parameters, although the relative position of the blended im
to that of Neptune was fixed at the average fitted value for
frames just after the occultation. Also used as free parame
were the background level, the peak signal level for Neptu
and the ratio of the Triton–Tr176 peak signal level to that
Neptune. Since this ratio is proportional to the signal of the
and Triton, corrected for variable seeing and extinction, we
it (versus time) for the occultation light curve.

This fit was applied to each of the remaining individual fram
although the least-squares fitting on some of them never
verged. Some fits converged satisfactorily only after appro
mately 15 iterations, at which time the ratio of Triton–Tr176
Neptune peak signal levels (with calculated error from the
were extracted for each frame and concatenated to form the
curve. The final light curve was then produced by discarding
points above a certain threshold in formal error in an attem
to eliminate those frames where wind-shake contaminated
Tr176–Triton image with smeared light from the wings of t

Neptune image. After this, a light curve was compiled of poin
from these 1650 of the original 2000 frames acquired. A furth
ATMOSPHERE 357
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FIG. 5. Chillagoe light curve: The normalized ratio of the combined fl
from Triton and Tr176 to that of Neptune is plotted versus time after July
1997, 0h UT. The solid line is a plot of a spherical, small-planet model (see t
fit to the entire light curve given in Table IX. The midtime was a free param
(Table IX), which permitted the light curve to shift relative to the astrome
solution. The high scatter around the pre- and post-occultation signal lev
indicative of the signal-to-noise reported in table IX. The relative lack of poin
the immersion part of the curve contributed to the high errors for the atmosp
parameters reported in Table XII.

830 points were trimmed from the pre- and post-occulta
regions far from the event. The remaining points were furt
reduced by omitting the 285 with the largest formal errors
the ratio of the peak intensity of the blended image to tha
Neptune. The resulting light curve is displayed in Fig. 5, wh
535 of a possible 945 points within the time interval display
were used in the subsequent analyses.

Construction of the Bundaberg, Ducabrook, and Loching
light curves will be described in a forthcoming publication
this event by Sicardy, Beisker, and their colleagues.

POST-EVENT ASTROMETRY

Light curves from all successful observation sites (Figs. 4
were then analyzed to produce an astrometric solution for
event. First the half-light times for immersion and emersion w
established by a two-pass procedure. In this procedure, each
curve was fit with an isothermal, small-planet model (Elliot a
Young 1992). The fitted parameters included only the full lig
level for Triton and Tr176, the background light level, the ev
mid-time, and the minimum distance between the site and
center of Triton’s shadow,ρmin (also referred to as the distan
of closest approach). In these fits, the “energy ratio,”λ (the
ratio of the gravitational potential energy of a molecule to
Elliot and Young 1992), was fixed at 70, near the average v
found by Olkinet al.(1997) for the highest quality data sets f
the Tr148 occultation by Triton. Also, the half-light radius (
Triton’s atmosphere) was fixed at 1450 km. The half-light tim
were insensitive to the exact value ofλ and half-light radius

ts
er
used. For each light curve, the fitted event mid-times were then
combined with the calculated shadow velocity and fitted closest
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FIG. 6. IOTA light curves: The normalized flux of Triton and Tr176
plotted versus time after 1997 July 18, 0h UT for the Bundaberg, Duckabrook
and Lochington light curves. The solid line is a plot of a spherical, small-pl
model (see text) fit to the entire light curve given in Table IX. The midtime w
a free parameter (Table IX), which permitted each light curve to shift relativ
the astrometric solution. The high scatter around the pre- and post-occul
signal levels is indicative of the signal-to-noise reported in Table IX. The po
noted were excluded from the Lochington fit.

approach distances to produce half-light times at immersion
emersion.

These half-light times were used in the astrometric reduc
(described below), and then the light curves were fit again w
the small-planet light curve model, but this time the closest
proach distance (ρmin) for each station was fixed at the valu
determined from the astrometric solution, but the half-light
dius became a free parameter in the fit. Most of the resu
half-light times from the second set of fits differed less th
0.1 s from those in the first set. An exception was Bundab
where the differences between the two sets were 0.26 and 0
for immersion and emersion, respectively. The half-light tim
from the second set of light-curve fits are given in Table V, a
these are the ones used in the subsequent steps of our ana

Our astrometric reduction was carried out in thefgh system

of Elliot et al. (1993). This is a geocentric coordinate system
with theh-axis pointing in the direction of the star, and thef -
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andg-axes pointing in the direction of increasing right asc
sion and declination, respectively. In these calculations we u
the celestial coordinates of Tr176 given by McDonald & Ell
(1995) and JPL’s DE405 ephemeris for Triton. Coordinate
the portable telescopes were determined by GPS receivers
calculations are carried out in the J2000 coordinate system. S
the observer coordinates on Earth are referred to the Earth
stantaneous rotation pole (apparent coordinates) rather tha
J2000 pole, one step of the calculation transformed the obs
coordinates to the J2000 system. We prefer this approach to
forming the reduction in apparent coordinates, since any s
errors in the conversion of apparent coordinates to J2000
precession, nutation, and the aberration of starlight) enter w
multiplicative factor of the Earth’s radius, rather than the Ear
Triton distance.

For the half-light times in Table V we calculated the top
graphic coordinates of the observer [fr(t), gr(t)] and the coordi-
nates of the center of Triton [fp′ (t), gp′ (t)]. We can relate thes
coordinates to the projected distance [fpr(t), gpr(t)] between the
center of Triton’s shadow and the observer by allowing an (
known) offset in Triton’s ephemeris, (fo, go). These quantities
are related by the equations

fpr(t) = fr(t)− ( fp′ (t)− fo) (2)

gpr(t) = gr(t)− (gp′ (t)− go). (3)

The coordinates [fpr(t), gpr(t)] at the half-light times are given
in Table V, where each coordinate pair is either the immers
or the emersion location on the shadow plane for a single
tion. We can fit this set of coordinates to a circle, with the cen
coordinates (fo, go) and radius as free parameters. The resul
radius would be the half-light radius in the shadow plane (wh
is one scale-height smaller than the half-light radius in the
mosphere), and from the fitted values of (fo, go) we can derive
the astrometric solution for the event (actual closest appro
distances for each observing station).

We fit a circular figure to all 10 data points, which is labeled
No. 1 in Table VI. In this fit,fo, go, and the radius of the shado
at half-light,ρh, were free parameters. Carrying out this fit,
minimized the sum of squared residuals between each half-
point in the shadow plane and the model circle. Each resi
was measured along the path traversed by each station w
the shadow plane. In practice we find it easiest to calculate
residual,1s, along the station path from the residual in radi
1r , since the shadow path of each station is linear to a g
approximation. If we denote the closest approach distance
given station to the center of Triton’s shadow byρmin, then the
residual1s is given by the equation

1s= 1r√
1− (ρmin/ρh)2

. (4)
,The quantitiesρmin and ρh in Eq. (4) can change with each
iteration, so these are updated as the fit proceeds.
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TABLE VI
Astrometric Solutionsa from the Half-Light Timings

Mean radiusd Semi-major PAe Reduced RMS errorg

Fitb Data selectionc f0, (km) g0, (km) (km) axis (km) Ellipticity (deg) DoFf χ2 (km)

1 All −30917± 18 −4683± 24 1438± 17 — — — 7 15.08 31.6
2 Weights −30931± 12 −4688± 15 1439± 10 — — — 7 6.73 21.2
3 All −30929± 5 −4712± 7 1427± 9 1460± 6 0.046± 0.007 −4.059 6 1.99 8.3
4 PA −30938± 4 −4693± 6 1437± 11 1467± 4 0.039± 0.003 23± 6 5 0.37 3.9
5 Weights −30935± 5 −4710± 8 1427± 8 1457± 6 0.042± 0.008 −4.059 6 1.45 9.1
6 Weights PA −30940± 2 −4687± 5 1439± 7 1468± 5 0.040± 0.003 30± 5 5 0.24 3.4

a These solutions are based on JPL’s DE405 ephemeris for Triton and the celestial coordinates for Tr176 given by McDonald and Elliot (1995) for Th
02 m 51.240 s,−20◦ 00′ 57.22′′ (J2000).

b Ellipticities and position angles are given for elliptical fits. All others are circular.
c “PA” indicates that the position angle was fit freely instead of being fixed to Triton’s pole position angle. “Weights” indicates that each data point was weighted

inversely by the square of its formal error.
d This shadow-plane radius is one scale height smaller than the radius in Triton’s atmosphere, due to refraction. For elliptical figures, this is the geometric mean

of the two semi-axes.
e Position angle is defined as the angle of the semiminor axis from the north celestial pole, measured north through east.

f Degrees of freedom: the number of fitted data points minus the number of free parameters.
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The RMS error is defined as the square root of the weighted mean of t

In the penultimate column of Table VI we display the “reduc
chi-square,”χ2

red , for this fit, which is defined as follows. If1si

is the residual for thei th data point,vsi, the shadow velocity for
the ith data point,σ (thi ), the formal error for thei th data point,
Nd, the number of fitted data points, andNp, the number of fitted
parameters, then the reducedχ2 is given by

χ2
red=

1

Nd− Np

Nd∑
i=1

1s2
i

v2
siσ

2(thi )
. (5)

The formal errors in the half-light times,σ (thi ), are given in the
last column of Table V.

Returning to our discussion of the reducedχ2, we note that
it should be near 1.0 for a fit of an appropriate model to d
with Gaussian noise of known standard deviation. Values
deviate far from 1.0 indicate that one of these assumption
incorrect, with a probability that can be calculated or read fr
statistical tables (Bevington and Robinson 1992). Noting
high reducedχ2 in Table VI for Fit No. 1, we then tried fitting
each point weighted inversely by the square of its formal e
(Fit No. 2) with no better result. The residuals for all fits a
given in Table VII.

Seeking improvement in the model fit, we proceeded to fit
elliptical model to the half-light points. In Fit No. 3 in Table V
we fit all the data with an elliptical figure that had the positi
angle of its semiminor axis fixed in the direction of Triton
rotation pole. The fit shows a significant ellipticity (appare
oblateness) of 0.046± 0.007 and a much lowerχ2 than any of
the circular fits that included the Brownsville data. In Fit No
we allowed the position angle of the semiminor axis to be a f

parameter, which allowed a significant rotation in the orientat
of the apparent ellipse accompanied by a further reduction
e squared path residuals.
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the reducedχ2. Fits Nos. 5 and 6 are weighted versions of t
previous two. Our conclusion from the elliptical fits is that w
can achieve a plausible elliptical model for the figure of the h
light surface. However, the fitted orientation of the ellipse is
symmetric with respect to Triton’s rotation axis, the expec
line of symmetry. We adopt the weighted solutions (Fits Nos
and 6) as our preferred circular and elliptical solutions. T
mean half-light radii for these two are 1439± 10 and 1439±
7 km, respectively, and the implied closest approach distan
for each solution are given in Table VIII and plotted in Fig.
There are only small differences between the closest appr
distances implied by the two astrometric solutions, but to
definite we have adopted the closest approach distances fo
circular solution for the subsequent steps in our analysis.
believe that the shadow center derived from the circular solu
is likely to be a better indicator for the center of Triton’s shad

TABLE VII
Residuals (km) for the Astrometric Solutions

Fit Segment Brownsville Bundaberg Chillagoe Ducabrook Loching

1 Immersion 43.5 −40.3 6.6 −30.2 −23.3
1 Emersion −44.4 35.6 −8.0 21.8 34.6
2 Immersion 25.0 −26.4 −8.6 −24.9 −21.0
2 Emersion −28.8 23.0 4.9 18.9 25.8
3 Immersion 7.5 −3.4 −9.4 −2.3 1.8
3 Emersion 3.1 9.8 −18.2 2.0 8.8
4 Immersion −1.5 −6.0 4.1 −2.5 1.5
4 Emersion 1.3 4.1 −6.6 −1.7 5.2
5 Immersion 4.4 −6.3 −13.1 −5.6 −1.5
5 Emersion 4.4 15.5 −9.9 8.3 15.2
6 Immersion −0.9 −5.9 9.4 −1.7 2.3
ion
in
6 Emersion 0.8 4.0 −1.7 −1.3 5.6
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TABLE VIII
Adopted Astrometric Solutionsa for Tr176

Closest approach Closest approach Shadow velo
Station fit No. 2 (km) fit No. 6 (km) (km s−1)

Brownsville 569.0± 6.7 564.4± 10.2 24.87
Bundaberg 1273.9± 9.3 1278.5± 13.5 24.90
Chillagoe 520.5± 6.9 525.0± 11.1 24.87
Ducabrook 1213.5± 8.4 1218.1± 12.9 24.88
Lochington 1217.6± 8.3 1222.2± 12.2 24.88

aBased upon Fit Nos. 2 and 6 as listed in Table VI. The residuals are give
Table VII.

because this solution “averages” all half-light times. Due to
lack of more stations distributed across the shadow, we view
elliptical solution to be indicative of a non-circular atmosphe
figure, but not a definitive solution, since the true figure co
be more complex than a simple ellipse.

By comparison of the predicted and modeled closest appro
distances and half-light times for the geocentric solution
Table III, we see that our final prediction was in error by 249
(12 mas) in the direction perpendicular to the motion of Trito
shadow and 19 s (23 mas) in the direction parallel to the mo
of Triton’s shadow. These errors are somewhat larger than
formal error of the prediction (Table III).

FIG. 7. Circular and elliptical atmospheric figures. The solid line represe
the adopted circular solution and the dashed line the adopted elliptical sol
(corresponding respectively to Fit Nos. 2 and 6 from Table VI). Scales g
are kilometers north and east of the nominal Triton center from Fit No. 2.
chords from the five occultation stations are shown over the half-light dis
Triton. Note that the elliptical solution and the circular solution have differ

centers. The point (SP) in the southern hemisphere is Triton’s south pole as s
from the occultation stations.
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LIGHT-CURVE ANALYSIS

Work with past Triton occultation data showed that the sm
planet model of Elliot and Young (1992) provides a good
scription of the light curves (Elliotet al.1997, 1998, Olkinet al.
1997), so we used this model to fit each light curve in three w
(i) the entire light curve, (ii) immersion only, and (iii) emersi
only. In each of these least-squares fits, the shadow vel
and the closest approach distance for each observing s
to the center of Triton’s shadow were fixed at the values f
our adopted astrometric solution (Fit No. 2 of Table VI), b
the following parameters were left free: full-scale signal le
background signal level, slope of the background signal le
half-light radius (within Triton’s atmosphere),rh, and the pa-
rameter,λh, whereλh is the value ofλ at the half-light radius
The event midtime,tmid, was a free parameter for the fits to e
tire light curves, but fixed at the mean of the half-light tim
(Table V) for the separate immersion and emersion fits.

If we defineHh as the equivalent-isothermal scale heigh
the half-light radius (rh), in this modelHh = rh/λh (Elliot and
Young 1992). The data did not have sufficient signal-to-n
ratio to allow the thermal gradient to be a free parameter
was possible for the Tr180 occultation, Elliotet al. 1998), so
we assumed an isothermal atmosphere. Although we know
Triton’s atmosphere is not isothermal over the altitude ra
probed by the occultation (Elliotet al. 2000), our results fo
atmospheric temperatures and pressures will be directly co
rable with the equivalent-isothermal results from other occu
tions (Olkinet al.1997).

The results of the model fits to the light curves are prese
in Table IX-A, and plots of the model fits with the data all lig
curves are given in Figs. 4–6. In most cases, the results fo
fit to the entire light curve are consistent with the results
immersion and emersion within expectations from their for
errors. However, the signal-to-noise ratios for these data se
not high, in comparison with those for the Tr148 and Tr180
cultations, which involved brighter stars and larger telesco
In both of these other occultations, the atmosphere exhibite
same temperature and pressure at all points probed to the
limit of the light curves within these data sets (Olkinet al.1997,
Elliot et al. 1998, 2000). The sub-occultation locations on T
ton that were probed by this occultation are given in Table
Using values for parameters given in Table XI, we have used
results of the model fits in Table IX-A to derive the number d
sities, pressures, and temperatures for an equivalent-isoth
atmosphere (Table XII-A) for the immersion and emersion
The symbolsp1400 andn1400 denotes the pressure and num
density at a radius of 1400 km (altitude of 48 km), which
the approximate level for which the pressure derived from
model-fit parameters is the most accurate.

Clearly some of the results (e.g., emersion for Bundab
and immersion for Chillagoe and Lochington) have very la
eenerrors, and these results are highly questionable at best. The
reason for these large error bars is that signal-to-noise ratios of
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TABLE IX-A
Model Parameters from Circular Fits of the Light Curves

Parameter Light curve Brownsvillee Bundaberge Chillagoef Ducabrooke Lochingtone

Full signal Full 1.01± 0.01 1.01± 0.00 1.00± 0.01 0.99± 0.01 0.99± 0.01
Immersion 0.99± 0.04 1.01± 0.01 1.03± 0.02 1.02± 0.01 0.85± 0.09
Emersion 1.00± 0.05 0.96± 0.03 1.01± 0.01 0.94± 0.05 1.03± 0.09

Signal slope Full −1.84± 0.55× 10−4 −6.42± 3.58× 10−5 5.55± 3.82× 10−5 1.22± 5.24× 10−5 −6.59± 2.71× 10−4

Immersion −4.06± 2.82× 10−4 −3.78± 2.09× 10−4 3.12± 1.80× 10−6 1.84± 0.96× 10−4 −4.22± 2.54× 10−3

Emersion −1.81± 6.02× 10−4 1.51± 1.14× 10−3 −6.64± 8.08× 10−4 1.08± 0.89× 10−3 −1.74± 2.41× 10−3

Background Full −0.06± 0.02 0.34± 0.01 0.42± 0.03 0.33± 0.00 0.31± 0.01
Immersion −0.07± 0.03 0.30± 0.01 0.42± 0.03 0.34± 0.01 0.34± 0.01
Emersion 0.01± 0.04 0.38± 0.01 0.43± 0.03 0.31± 0.02 0.28± 0.02

rh (km) Full 1459.6± 6.3 1458.4± 3.8 1453.3± 6.1 1455.3± 5.5 1462.1± 5.6
Immersion 1462.1± 9.7 1455.5± 6.9 1448.5± 13.1 1460.0± 6.9 1466.5± 7.9
Emersion 1459.2± 7.9 1454.0± 4.2 1453.4± 4.9 1447.2± 9.2 1454.2± 7.6

λh Full 52.4± 8.1 69.9± 9.6 108.5± 22.1 60.4± 10.3 66.3± 12.3
Immersion 48.9± 11.2 53.5± 10.7 124.3± 51.3 69.8± 17.0 112.1± 56.2
Emersion 71.2± 18.1 85.0± 18.9 93.2± 18.6 56.0± 16.7 56.6± 17.1

tmid
a Full 10:10:25.26± 0.27 10:17:37.71± 0.26 10:17:53.24± 0.27 10:17:48.83± 0.34 10:17:48.39± 0.37

tmid
a Im and em 10:10:25.38 10:17:37.73 10:17:53.17 10:17:48.83 10:17:48.76

ρmin (km) All 577.4 1266.5 514.1 1206.4 1210.5
v (km s−1) All 24.87 24.90 24.87 24.88 24.88

DoFb Full 695 1887 528 505 175
Residualsc Full 1.91 3.95 1.39 1.84 1.14
SNRd Full 24.2 34.1 24.7 17.6 13.2

a Time after July 18, 1997, 0 h UTC. Mid-time was freely fit to the full light-curve data. Immersion and emersion fits had a fixed mid-time. Fixed mid-t
were taken from previous fits to light curves needed for the astrometric analysis.

b Degrees of freedom.
c Square root of the sum of the squared residuals. (Residuals normalized to full signal level.)
d Ratio of signal for a 20-km portion of the shadow path to noise as calculated from the given fit residuals.
e Light-curve signal parameters were normalized to full signal level prior to fitting. Differences between full signal levels and 1.00 are the result offitting light

curves to models after this initial normalization.

f Light-curve parameters were normalized to full signal level after fitting. Original full signal level and normalization factor (the ratio of Tr176+Triton flux to
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that of Neptune determined by earlier fits) was 0.0317± 0.0001.

these data are barely sufficient for the least-squares fitting
we have carried out, and—in the case of Chillagoe—the pr
lem is exacerbated by a loss of data during the main immer
drop of the light curve caused by wind-shake. Numerical
periments with synthetic light curves and computer-genera
random noise produce similar results for the noise levels
countered in these data.

The pressure at 1400 km (48 km altitude) is the most se
tive indicator for comparison with other pressures derived fr
occultation data to determine whether changes in atmosph
pressure have occurred (Olkinet al.1997). The weighted averag
(equivalent-isothermal) pressure at 1400 km is 2.23± 0.28µbar
for the circular model. Since the pressure errors are some
large and the differences between stations are not significan
use this weighted average for comparison with the results f
other occultations.

Triton’s atmospheric figure is distorted from a sphere, so
also derive the pressure using an ellipse to describe the first-o

deviation from a circular shape. For this analysis, we assu
that the half-light surface in Triton’s atmosphere is an isobar
that
b-
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hat
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first order), and we use this “half-light isobar” as a referen
for inferring the pressure at other levels. The results from
analysis based on an elliptical atmospheric figure can be m
directly compared with the results based on circular figure
we calculate pressures for an elliptical isobar that has a m
radius of 1400 km. We shall refer to this as the 1400-km ellip

To determine pressures on this isobar, analysis proceed
described for a circular solution except that the isothermal lig
curve models were generated using an elliptical figure for
refractivity contours and calculating fluxes from all perpendi
lar limb points on this contour as outlined by Elliotet al.(1997)
for modeling the central flash data for the Tr148 occultati
The individual elliptical model fits for the various stations a
listed in Table IX-B.

For extrapolation from the half-light level, each occultati
event was treated separately (immersions and emersions
the five stations. For each event the local half-light radius
calculated from the equatorial radius, ellipticity, and posit

me
(to
angle of our adopted elliptical model (Fit No. 6 in Table VI). This
local half-light radius was then combined with the fitted energy
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TABLE IX-B
Model Parameters from Elliptical Fits of the Light Curves

Parameter Light curve Brownsvillee Bundaberge Chillagoef Ducabrooke Lochingtone

Full signal Full 1.01± 1.01 1.01± 0.02 1.00± 0.01 0.33± 0.02 0.99± 0.01
Immersion 0.99± 0.01 1.01± 0.01 1.00± 0.02 1.02± 0.01 0.86± 0.09
Emersion 0.99± 0.06 0.96± 0.24 1.00± 0.01 0.94± 0.01 1.03± 0.09

Signal slope Full −1.52± 0.59× 10−4 −2.05± 1.02× 10−5 −2.69± 2.03× 10−5 1.06± 3.56× 10−5 −2.84± 1.42× 10−4

Immersion −4.10± 2.82× 10−4 −1.56± 6.59× 10−5 2.26± 1.08× 10−4 1.28± 0.02× 10−4 −2.84± 0.08× 10−3

Emersion −1.85± 0.60× 10−4 1.50± 1.07× 10−3 −2.27± 4.34× 10−4 9.49± 3.26× 10−4 −1.15± 1.69× 10−3

Background Full −0.06± 0.02 0.34± 0.02 0.42± 0.01 1.00± 0.01 0.32± 0.01
Immersion −0.06± 0.04 0.32± 0.03 0.43± 0.02 0.35± 0.03 0.49± 0.03
Emersion 0.01± 0.03 0.37± 0.02 0.33± 0.01 0.31± 0.04 0.28± 0.05

rh (km) Full 1491.7± 6.5 1489.1± 3.9 1490.7± 4.6 1487.2± 5.5 1494.1± 5.8
Immersion 1494.6± 9.9 1488.3± 6.9 1484.2± 13.2 1492.4± 7.1 1498.8± 8.1
Emersion 1491.5± 8.1 1484.9± 4.3 1489.3± 5.1 1477.7± 9.6 1485.2± 7.9

λh Full 53.1± 8.2 69.1± 9.5 102.3± 20.4 61.2± 10.5 65.4± 12.3
Immersion 52.3± 12.0 58.3± 11.4 176.3± 69.2 75.8± 18.3 121.6± 40.7
Emersion 67.9± 17.3 110.6± 27.5 89.7± 17.9 50.1± 15.0 51.6± 15.8

tmid
a All 10:10:25.38 10:17:37.73 10:17:53.17 10:17:48.83 10:17:48.76

λmin (km) All 564.4 1278.5 525.0 1218.1 1222.2
v (km s−1) All 24.87 24.90 24.87 24.88 24.88

DoFb Full 696 1888 529 506 171
Residualsc Full 1.91 3.95 1.39 1.84 1.15
SNRd Full 24.2 34.1 24.7 17.6 13.0

a Time after July 18, 1997, 0 h UTC. Fixed mid-times were taken from previous fits to light curves used in the astrometric analysis.
b Degrees of freedom.
c Square root of the sum of the squared residuals. (Residuals normalized to full signal level.)
d Ratio of signal for a 20-km portion of the shadow path to noise as calculated from the given fit residuals.
e Light-curve signal parameters were normalized to full signal level prior to fitting. Differences between full signal levels and 1.00 are the result offitting light

curves to models after this initial normalization.

f Light-curve parameters were normalized to full signal level after fitting.
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ratio (λh) to determine the local (equivalent isothermal) press
scale height. This scale height was then used to extrapolat
pressure to the 1400-km ellipse (along the pressure grad
which isp1400for the elliptical model. These pressures are giv
in Table XII-B, and their weighted mean is 2.45± 0.32µbar.

COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

In this section we compare our result for Triton’s non-spher
atmospheric figure and its atmospheric pressure with re

TABLE X
Triton Longitude and Latitude Probed at Half Light by Tr176

Immersion Emersion

Longitude Latitude Longitude Latitud
Site (deg.) (deg.) (deg.) (deg.)

Brownsville 9.1 +4.6 226.9 +24.4
Bundaberg 89.5 −39.4 156.1 −27.9
Chillagoe 44.4 −23.0 190.5 −3.5
Ducabrook 83.1 −38.4 160.3 −25.7

Lochington 82.8 −38.3 160.2 −25.7
Original full signal level and normalization factor (the ratio of Tr176+Triton flux to
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from other stellar occultations by Triton. We also discuss
interpretations of these findings.

Atmospheric Figure

The parameters describing our adopted elliptical solution
No. 6 of Table VI) have been summarized in Table XIII. Also e
tered in this table are the parameters for elliptical solutions f
the Tr148 occultation, both from fitting an elliptical figure to t
shadow-plane coordinates of the half-light times (Olkinet al.
1997) and from modeling the central flash (Elliotet al.1997). In
their analysis, Olkinet al. (1997) concluded that the half-ligh
elliptical solution was not significant because of the relativ

TABLE XI
Parameters for Conversion of Fit Results

Parameter Value Reference

Geocentric distance to Triton, AU 29.169 JPL DE405, NEP016
Triton mass, kg 2.1398 1022 (Andersonet al.1992)
Molecular weight of N2, amu 28.01

N2 refractivity,νSTP at 0.7µm 2.98 10−4 (Peck and Khanna 1966)
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TABLE XII-A
Equivalent-Isothermal Atmospheric Parameters (Circular Solutions)

Parameter Fit Brownsville Bundaberg Chillagoe Ducabrook Lochingto

rh (km) Im 1462.1± 9.7 1455.5± 6.9 1448.5± 13.1 1460.0± 6.9 1466.5± 7.9
Em 1459.2± 7.9 1454.0± 4.2 1453.4± 4.9 1447.2± 9.2 1454.2± 7.6

λh Im 48.9± 11.2 53.5± 10.7 124.3± 51.3 69.8± 17.0 112.1± 56.2
Em 71.2± 18.1 85.0± 18.9 93.2± 18.6 56.0± 16.7 56.6± 17.1

Hh (km) Im 29.9± 6.8 27.2± 5.4 8.8± 9.8 20.9± 5.1 13.0± 6.5
Em 20.5± 5.2 17.0± 3.0 15.6± 3.1 25.8± 7.6 25.7± 7.7

Tiso (K) Im 67.2± 15.3 61.7± 12.4 20.2± 22.1 47.2± 11.5 29.1± 14.5
Em 46.3± 11.8 37.3± 8.7 35.5± 7.1 59.3± 17.6 58.4± 17.7

n1400(1011 cm−3)a Im 3.22± 1.21 2.65± 0.89 17.05± 60.24 4.24± 2.31 21.82± 44.04
Em 4.19± 2.24 9.73± 8.56 4.77± 2.49 1.95± 0.80 2.61± 1.06

p1400 (µbar)b Im 2.99± 1.05 2.25± 0.55 4.76± 11.72 2.76± 1.06 8.76± 13.55
Em 2.67± 1.10 3.67± 2.43 2.33± 0.90 1.60± 0.61 2.10± 0.62
a Number density (for N2) at 1400 km.
b Pressure (for N2) at 1400 km.
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large formal errors in the fitted parameters. We agree with
conclusion but it may be indicating some non-spherical atm
spheric structure, so we have shown the solution in Table
for reference.

In comparing the three ellipses presented in Table XIII,
see that none of the solutions agree with each other. Fur
more, only the central-flash solution (for Tr148) has a semi
nor axis that is consistent with the direction of Triton’s pole
the time—a line of symmetry that might be preferred for glob
wind patterns. The half-light solutions refer to a radius of ab
1450 km in Triton’s atmosphere (which corresponds to an
titude of about 100 km), while central-flash modeling is sen
hape of the atmosphere several scale heights lower,
e of about 20 km. Hence, we must allow for the

n

represent the three-dimensional oblateness projected onto the
shadow plane.
TABLE XII-B
Equivalent-Isothermal Atmospheric Parameters (Elliptical Solutions)

Parameter Fit Brownsville Bundaberg Chillagoe Ducabrook Lochingto

rh (local; km) Im 1482.1 1438.5 1430.5 1438.9 1445.1
Em 1436.8 1482.8 1474.9 1477.0 1484.6

λh Im 52.3± 12.0 58.3± 11.4 176.3± 189.2 75.8± 18.3 121.6± 60.7
Em 67.9± 17.2 110.6± 27.5 89.7± 17.9 50.1± 15.0 51.6± 15.8

Hh (km) Im 28.3± 6.5 24.7± 4.8 8.1± 8.7 18.9± 4.6 11.9± 5.9
Em 21.1± 5.4 13.4± 3.3 16.4± 3.3 29.5± 8.8 28.8± 8.8

Tiso (K) Im 62.0± 14.2 57.4± 11.3 19.1± 20.2 44.1± 10.6 27.4± 13.6
Em 49.3± 12.5 29.3± 7.3 36.4± 7.3 65.0± 19.6 62.8± 19.3

n1400(1011 cm−3)a Im 3.72± 1.56 3.11± 1.19 47.0± 48.3 5.37± 3.38 34.7± 79.7
Em 4.28± 2.22 8.18± 6.55 6.50± 3.58 1.98± 0.71 2.63± 0.96

p1400(µbar)b Im 3.19± 1.17 2.47± 0.67 12.37± 13.25 3.27± 1.49 13.10± 23.90
Em 2.91± 1.15 3.31± 1.93 3.26± 1.32 1.78± 0.63 2.28± 0.64
a Number density (for N2) on the ellipse with mean
b Pressure (for N2) on the ellipse with mean radius
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possibility that—depending on the dynamical state of Trito
atmosphere—isobaric surfaces could have different figure
different altitudes. Note that for the purposes of this discuss
we are assuming that the half-light surface is an isobaric surf
which need not be the case but is likely a good approximatio

We conclude that at the times of the Tr148 and Tr176 occ
tations, Triton’s atmosphere has exhibited a significantly n
spherical figure. However, the size and orientation of the ellip
at those two times are not consistent with each other, and th
lipticities differ by a factor of 2. Here we also note that th
observed ellipticities are lower limits on the oblateness of T
ton’s three-dimensional figure, since the observed elliptici
radius 1400 km.
1400 km.
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TABLE XIII
Comparison of Elliptical Models

Elliptical model Event date Semimajor axisa (km) Ellipticity PA of semi-minor axis PA of Triton pole (◦) References

Tr148, central flash 1995-08-14 1432± 2 0.018± 0.003 3± 5 3.2 (Elliotet al.1997)
Tr148, half-light 1995-08-14 (1475± 6)b (0.029± 0.016) (−20± 10) 3.2 (Olkinet al.1997)
Tr176, half-light 1997-07-18 1468± 5 0.040± 0.003 30± 5 −4.1 This work
a Half-light level in the shadow plane.
b
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Values in parentheses have low statistical significance.

The oblateness (ellipticity)e of a planetary atmosphere is r
lated to the gravitational momentJ2 and the rotational paramet
q by

e= 3

2
J2+ q

2
, (6)

whereq = v2/ag. Herev is the equatorial rotation speed,a is
the mean radius, andg is the atmospheric gravity. The lack
correlation between the orientation of the minor axis of the
mospheric figure and the rotation axis of Triton indicates tha
contribution ofJ2 to e must be negligible. This empirical con
clusion agrees with our calculations using the model of Zhar
et al. (1985) that the rotation of Triton and tidal forces fro
Neptune would produce an ellipticity of only∼0.001. Setting
J2 = 0 in Eq. (6), we find thatv = 280 m s−1 for e= 0.040 (Fit
No. 6 in Table VI), compared with a sound speed of 140 m−1

(v would be much lower if the atmosphere were rotating w
the solid body). It seems highly unlikely that this is a perman
state of affairs in Triton’s atmosphere, for the equator-to-p
variation in the pressure at a fixed altitude would be compar
to the pressure itself!

A similar unexpectedly large ellipticity (0.016) was observ
for Titan at the time of the 28 Sgr occultation (Hubbardet al.
1993). Although the multi-chord observations of the central fl
were not consistent with a simple elliptical model, Hubbardet al.
(1993) constructed a differentially rotating model that satis
the multiple central-flash observations and required maxim
wind speeds about half that for the best fitting oblate mo
In their analysis of the shape of the central flash for the Tr
occultation, Elliotet al. (1997) presented arguments regard
why the observed ellipticity could not be due to a distortion
Triton’s gravity field, Triton’s atmospheric extinction, or va
able refraction due to a partial segregation of Triton’s atm
spheric species. They concluded that a global elliptical m
implied wind speeds in excess of the sonic speed and prop
that winds restricted to certain latitude bands (essentially a
ferentially rotating model as discussed above for Titan) co
explain the data without requiring such high wind speeds.
fortunately, only a single light curve probed the central fla
so a more detailed model for the winds on Triton could no
constructed as Hubbardet al. (1993) were able to do for Titan
Several lines of evidence from the Voyager encounter est
lished the existence of winds on Triton: (i) the surface strea
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(Hansenet al. 1990), (ii) the observed motion of a plume to
(Soderblomet al. 1990), and (iii) the possible motion of
cloud (which has an alternative interpretation as different v
ble portions of a larger stationary cloud, Hansenet al. 1990).
Each of these indicators gives a wind direction, while wi
speeds derived from the latter two are 15 and 13 m s−1, respec-
tively (Hansenet al.1990, Soderblomet al.1990). Atmospheric
distortion is yet another indicator of winds, but, as discus
above, speeds in excess of 100 m s−1 would be required to ex-
plain the extreme distortion observed. Identified drivers for s
winds include (i) uneven insolation on the surface frost, with
resulting flows that maintain vapor-pressure equilibrium, a
(ii) differences in albedo that lead to thermal differentials acr
the surface. Neither of these mechanisms would be expe
to produce the high wind speeds required by the atmosph
distortion.

Immediately following the Voyager encounter, Ingers
(1990) discussed the implications of vapor-pressure equilibr
for producing winds on Triton. Applying only mass conservati
to a non-rotating body, he found that the flow velocity requir
to maintain vapor pressure equilibrium is only about 0.32 m−1

(nearly three orders of magnitude less than the sonic veloc
Considering the effects of Coriolis forces and the Ekman la
he raised this estimated wind speed to 78 m s−1, a value much
closer to the magnitude of the wind speeds needed to accou
the atmospheric distortion that we observed. However, Inger
(1990) points out that the wind speed for an outflow vortex wo
be limited by turbulence and the rotation speed of Triton (16.
s−1 at the equator). The turbulence limit is highly uncertain d
to uncertainty in the drag coefficient, but he concludes that w
speed, both in the Ekman layer and in the atmosphere abov
about 5 m s−1.

Recently Forgetet al. (1999) discussed a 3-D general circ
lation model for Triton, in which they attempted to reprodu
the Voyager 2 observations. However, their model is incon
tent with wind directions required to explain the observed plu
drift. Ingersoll’s (1990) scenario, which produced the wind
rections observed by Voyager, was examined, but their mo
was unable to reproduce his results. No wind speeds wer
ported for their model.

These two works were aimed at explaining the wind spe

ab-
ks
and directions inferred from Voyager data and do not address
the issue of wind speeds approaching the sonic velocity. So
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TABLE XIV
Atmospheric Pressures and Equivalent-Isothermal Temperatures

Occultation Surface pressure Equivalent-isothermal pressurea Equivalent-isothermal
Event date (µbar) at 1400 km (µbar) temperature (K) References

Voyager 1989-08-25 14± 1 — — Tyleret al. (1989); Gurrola (1995)
Tr60 1993-07-10 — 1.8+7.9

−1.2
b 57.7+8.2

−7.6
b Olkin et al. (1997)

Tr148 1995-08-14 — 1.49± 0.14c 46.7± 1.4c Olkin et al. (1997)
Tr176 1997-07-18 — 2.23± 0.28 43.6± 3.7 This work (circular solution)
Tr176 1997-07-18 — 2.45± 0.32 42.0± 3.6 This work (elliptical solution)
Tr180 1997-11-04 19.0+1.8

−1.5 2.15± 0.02d 49.4± 0.2d Elliot et al. (1998)

a Equivalent-isothermal pressure at a radius of 1400 km from the center of Triton.
b Error bars are large because this was a single-chord event with no central flash.
c Weighted average of the values given in Table IX of Olkinet al. (1997).

d Elliot et al. (1998) published values for a model with a thermal gradient; entered here are the equivalent-isothermal values for an isothermal model fit to the
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it appears that more theoretical effort is needed to determ
whether high-speed winds could be produced in Triton’s at
sphere without violating other observational constraints. For
ample, the wind speed in a “winter” inflow vortex in the Northe
polar region would not be subject to the upper limit of Triton
rotational speed, and wind speeds significantly greater than t
considered by Ingersoll (1990) may be possible.

Pressure

Triton’s atmosphere has been reported to have undergon
increase in pressure (Elliotet al.1998, 2000, Sicardyet al.1998)
since the time of the Voyager encounter in August 1989, whe
surface pressure was measured to be 14± 1µbar with an occul-
tation of the spacecraft radio signals (Tyleret al.1989, Gurrola
1995). For an N2 atmosphere in vapor-pressure equilibrium w
surface frost, this pressure corresponds to a surface-frost tem
ature of 37.5± 0.1 K. With this occultation we did not measu
the surface pressure, but we can compare the pressure at a
of 1400 km (48-km altitude) with that derived from other stel
occultations.

In Table XIV we have entered the equivalent-isothermal p
sures derived from the four Triton occultations observed s
1993. These are weighted means of the values from all
tions in the case of this event and the Tr148 occultation.
equivalent-isothermal solution for the Tr180 light curve was
published by Elliotet al. (1998), so we have carried out a
equivalent-isothermal solution for that data set and entered
results in Table XIV. Their published fit included a thermal g
dient as a free parameter, for which the pressure at 1400 k
2.30± 0.03µbar, while the equivalent-isothermal pressure t
we have entered in Table XIV is 2.15± 0.02µbar. The pressure
at 1400 km determined from inversion of the light immers
and emersion light curves, however, is 1.8± 0.1 µbar (Elliot
et al.2000). The inversion pressure should be the most accu
pressure at a radius of 1400 km determined from the occulta

data for Tr180. The equivalent-isothermal pressure is about 1
higher than the inversion pressure because the thermal struc
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of Triton’s atmosphere is not isothermal in the region prob
by the stellar occultation (Elliotet al.2000). Similar differences
between the actual pressure and the equivalent-isothermal
sure are expected to exist between the other data sets, b
signal-to-noise ratios for these (including the present data
were not great enough to allow an inversion in order to ob
the actual pressure versus altitude (as was possible for the T
light curve). Hence we shall use the equivalent-isothermal p
sures to compare occultation results.

We have plotted the equivalent-isothermal pressures
1400 km for the Tr148, Tr176, and Tr180 occultations in Fig
For this plot, the circular solutions were used for Tr176 to m
the results directly comparable to those solutions for Tr148
Tr180. The Tr60 pressure was omitted because it has m

FIG. 8. Pressure at 1400 km versus year. The equivalent-isothermal
sures (calculated with circular solution methods) at a radius of 1400 km (48
altitude) determined from the Tr148, Tr176, and Tr180 occultations (give
Table XIII) have been plotted versus year. The dashed line is a weighted
squares fit to the three points, which shows a trend of increasing pressu
0.29± 0.04µbar year−1 at this level. However, extrapolating this linear tre

9%
ture
back to the time of the Voyager encounter yields the unphysical result of an
impossibly low pressure.
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greater error bars than the others. The straight line in this fi
is the result of a weighted linear fit to these three points, an
has a slope of 0.29± 0.04µbar year−1, which indicates a sig
nificant trend for an increase in this pressure during the 2.2-
interval spanned by these occultations. This rate of increa
the equivalent-isothermal pressure at 1400 km could not h
been occurring since the time of the Voyager encounter, how
since extrapolation back to August 1989 yields an imposs
low pressure.

The equivalent-isothermal temperatures given in Table X
exhibit a variation greater than expected from their formal
rors, and this variation does not indicate a uniform trend. T
may be indicating an actual change in temperature within
altitude range probed by the occultations or it may be just in
cating a change in the thermal gradient in this region, since
equivalent-isothermal temperature is a combination of the
tual temperature and its gradient (Elliot and Young 1992). It
been found that the thermal structure in the middle atmosp
does not agree with post-Voyager models and may be chan
with time (Elliot et al. 2000). However, the thermal structu
of the middle atmosphere has much less affect on the su
pressure than does the energy budget of Triton’s surface (d
vapor-pressure equilibrium).

Considering the large and variable ellipticities for Triton’s
mosphere exhibited by the occultation data, how certain ca
be of the increasing atmospheric pressure at a radius of 1400

Could these results be just an artifact of a variable atmospheric

ressures

e

surface, and the Voyager surface pressure results (Tyleret al.
low
shape? Although we do not have a time-dependent global circu-

FIG. 9. Pressure versus radius on Triton. For each of the three Triton occultation data sets, pressure is plotted against radius in the atmosphere. Pfor
the circular solutions for Tr148, Tr176, and Tr180 are extrapolations from half-light pressure for a spherical, equivalent-isothermal atmosphere. Pressures for the
Tr176 elliptical model follow the methodology described in the text. Also plotted are the pressures from direct inversion of the Tr180 light curve (Elliot et al.2000)
and their extrapolation to the surface as well as the Voyager measured surface pressure (Tyleret al.1989, Gurrola 1995). The curvature of the Tr176 (ellipse) lin

1989). For the levels of comparison, 2–4 scale heights be
is due to the elliptical extrapolation method discussed in the text. Within the
Tr148 and the 1997 occultations for levels approximately two to four scale h
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lation model for Triton in the context of which we could interpr
our occultation data, we believe that the increasing pressu
a radius of 1400 km is a robust result for several reasons. F
we have several light curves for both the Tr148 and the Tr
occultations, which sampled different locations around the lim
Hence the resulting pressure averages for each event repr
an average pressure around the limb of Triton (although
evenly sampled as one would like). An individual station, su
as Brownsville—which has a large influence on the solution
the elliptical atmospheric figure—has only a small effect on
average pressure determined for the Tr176 event: the weig
average of the pressures for the circular solution (Table XII
yieldsp1400= 2.13± 0.30µbar without the Brownsville results
included, compared with a weighted average of 2.23± 0.28µbar
for all five stations.

A second reason for believing the increase in atmosph
pressure is the consistency of this result. Both the Tr176 and
Tr180 events, which occurred just 4 months apart, show ag
ment between the derived pressures (Table XIV and Fig.
Modeling Tr176 pressure contours as an ellipse with the met
described above leads to pressures for the 1400-km isob
given in Table XII-B only slightly different from those for the cir
cular solutions listed in Table XII-A. Figure 9 plots the weight
mean of the Tr176 elliptical solutions against the circular so
tions for Tr148 and Tr180, in addition to displaying the Tr1
inversion solution (Elliotet al. 2000), its extrapolation to the
ir error bars, the data indicate that atmospheric pressure increased in the time between
eights below half-light.
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the various half-light levels of the occultations, (approximat
1380–1420 km), there is a clear increase in pressure betw
Tr148 and the 1997 curves. The Tr176 elliptical solution matc
the Tr180 (circular) solution within its error bars for this ent
region. A complete analysis would recompute the Tr148 b
fitting isothermal models of (Olkinet al. 1997), and the Tr180
equivalent isothermal pressure given in Table XIII, by allo
ing ellipticity in the refractivity contours, but this approach
beyond our current scope.

Finally, lest one be concerned that the conclusion of an
creasing atmospheric pressure is wholly dependent on com
isons with the Tr148 results (Olkinet al. 1997), the inversion
results of the Tr180 data set (Elliotet al.2000) show an increas
in surface pressure when compared with Voyager, as show
Table XIV and Fig. 9. The Tr180 data set has an extremely h
signal-to-noise ratio (about 630 compared with values for
data set ranging between 13.2 and 34.1 in Table IX-A), and in
sions for the temperature, number density, and pressure rea
a lower altitude limit of about∼20 km above the surface, allow
ing extrapolation of the pressure to the surface to be carried
with minimal uncertainty.

Since Triton’s atmospheric pressure is determined by va
pressure equilibrium with surface frosts, the noted pres
change can be compared with predictions from models for
seasonal transport of these frosts. In a survey of models b
on the thermal inertia of the surface of Triton and the mig
tion of frosts, those models with high thermal inertias predic
increasing pressure during the 1990s (Hansen and Paige
Spencer and Moore 1992). One of the largest predicted incre
is a 12-µbar increase between the time of the Voyager encou
in 1989 and the time of the Tr180 occultation (Model L
Spencer and Moore 1992). This compares with the obse
surface-pressure increase of 5± 2 µbar between the Voyage
measurements and the Tr180 occultation (Table XIV). Mod
in this class are consistent with our data. On the other h
models with a low or zero thermal inertia lead to possible atm
spheric collapse during this period (Spencer 1990)—the op
site of what we observed. A typical model of this type is Mod
J of Spencer and Moore (1992), which predicts a collapse d
to a surface pressure of 2–3µbar.

Large changes in Triton’s spectral and photometric prop
ties have recently been reported (Burattiet al. 1994, 1999).
These may be indicative of changes in the albedo and e
sivity of the surface frosts that could be occurring during
seasonal insolation cycle, which, by raising the mean surf
frost temperature, would cause a corresponding increase in
face pressure. This and other mechanisms are discussed by
et al. (1998). Finally, the increasing pressure is consistent w
proposed Koyaanismuuyaw models (Moore and Spencer 1
Spencer 1990, Spencer and Moore 1992) that include a pe
nent polar frost cap (as opposed to strictly seasonal frost co
age), in which case the increasing pressure would be drive

the changing fraction of insolation over this permanent feat
(Elliot et al.1998).
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CONCLUSIONS

Although we did not succeed in our goals of recording sev
light curves within the central flash in order to establish the sh
of Triton’s atmosphere at an altitude of∼20 km, our results con
firm the conclusion of Elliotet al.(1998) that the pressure of Tr
ton’s atmosphere at 1400 km has been increasing—most l
due to a slight warming of the surface that has released mor2

in to the atmosphere. Also, as in past occultations by Triton
find that the temperatures and pressures derived from light cu
recorded at different stations are the same (within their un
tainties). Hence our results are consistent with no variation—
different locations on Triton—in atmospheric temperatures
pressures at an altitude of about 48 km. This uniformity is c
sistent with the atmosphere being in vapor-pressure equilib
with N2 surface frost.

We find a significant deviation from a circular shape of
half-light surface of Triton’s atmosphere, which we have m
eled as an ellipse that has a semimajor axis of 1463± 10 km (in
Triton’s shadow plane) and an ellipticity of 0.040± 0.003. This
elliptical solution should not be considered a definitive result
the global shape of Triton’s atmosphere—because the dat
not nearly dense enough to establish its global shape. Bu
much better fit of the elliptical model compared with the circu
model does indicate that Triton’s atmosphere is distorted fro
spherical shape—most likely caused by high-speed winds.
result leaves us faced with the problem of understanding how
isobar at half-light can be so distorted from a circular shape,
just over 100 km below, the isobar at the surface of Triton m
conform to a circle, as would be required by the vapor-pres
equilibrium of N2 gas with its surface frost. Further, more d
tailed observations of Triton’s atmospheric shape as a func
of time may help to elucidate the origin of such unexpecte
large (and variable) distortion from a sphere.

Our occultation prediction had a cross-track error of o
12 mas. This is the angle subtended by the radius of an 80
diameter Trojan asteroid at a distance of 4 AU, the radiu
a 500-km diameter Centaur at a distance of 29 AU, and
radius of an 800-km diameter Kuiper belt object (KBO) a
distance of 40 AU. However, predicting occultations of stars
Trojans, Centaurs, and KBOs present the additional challe
of (i) performing accurate astrometry on much fainter bod
and (ii) accurate extrapolation of orbits less well known th
that of Triton. From multi-chord observations of occultatio
by these bodies we can establish their diameters, which ca
used to calibrate thermal models for those for which we h
photometry at thermal wavelengths. With further improveme
to our astrometric methods accurate predictions for these sm
bodies should become achievable in the future.
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